Mimi Plus Two (The Mimi Chronicles Book 2)
A note from the author: PLEASE watch this video before buying the book!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM6_eNc6n-oThis is not the same 100% light-hearted book as the first! Real life hits Mimi and she has some tough times with pregnancy and postpartum depression. She's still the Mimi you know and love, but life happens. Mimi Finnegan and her bunion, Edith Bunker, are back! Mimi has it all. She’s marrying the love of her life, about to have his baby and is moving into the house of her dreams. Things couldn't be better! Until her wedding, that is, when everyone toasts to her perfect life. Not one to tempt the fates, Mimi is sure her loved ones are jinxing her future happiness. Enter pregnancy drama, aristocratic in-laws and catastrophic postpartum depression. Mimi’s journey is hilarious, heart-warming and borderline insane. Hormonal hell leaves her questioning her husband’s origins, prepping for the end of the world and wondering if her sanity will ever return. This book is for every woman who understands that love, laughter and tears are the very foundation of being a wife, mother and daughter-in-law. While this book is a sequel to The Reinvention of Mimi Finnegan, it also reads as a standalone.
Customer Reviews

Reviewed for Chick Lit Central ([...])After reading The Reinvention of Mimi Finnegan, I didn’t think it could get any better. I was wrong! Mimi Plus Two is fun, honest, and completely candid, taking us into the larger-than-life world of Mimi. She’s the best friend I’d love to have in real life!While reading Mimi’s journey this go around, I couldn’t help but picture a young Lucille Ball. Granted, Mimi is a smidge taller than the incomparable actress, but her comedic timing, her personality, everything about her was played to utter perfection. Even amidst the chaos she’s created for herself, within her own mind, what shines through the most are the funny moments, the silver linings. While there are a few scenarios going on in Mimi’s world that I’m not able to relate to, I felt as though I could still identify with her, as a wife and as a mother. Also, I thought it was great that there are realistic, true to life issues included that can be part of being a parent. I think so many of us feel as though we have to put on a brave face and can’t admit when we need help. As charmed as Mimi’s life appears, she also seeks guidance, and isn’t afraid to do so. I felt Mimi Plus Two was the complete package, with a little bit of everything to keep me entertained, engrossed, and enlightened. A great read!

Great follow up to the first book in the series - Mimi and her family are funny and the story moves along quickly and just when you think you know where the story is headed - everything gets turned upside down. Fun to read and I’m looking forward to the next book in the series! :)

I swear I will read anything and everything Whitney Dineen writes. Her humor shines through in every book. Mimi Plus Two was no exception. It had twists and turns that I thought were well done, true to life for some of us, and good for the character’s growth. I can’t wait to read more!

Did Whitney Dineen get sucked into the late night shows on TV while writing this book? I never saw the twist and change coming, and I wish it hadn’t happened. But it was not my story to tell. Though even through the chapters after Mimi had the baby, there were still so many laughable moments. The first half of the book was even better than the first. The second half just wasn’t that great. And then it left us hanging... Did she ever overcome her phobias and fears? How about allowing family in more and getting to know the baby? Beyond that, did Mimi and Ginger ever talk and compare motherhood? Did Victoria and Archibald permanently move in as it seemed they were on their way in doing so? Why was the story cut off so quickly and why did it take such an odd turn? Yes, postpartum depression/fear/anxiety is a real thing and I was glad to see the story spoke of it,
however, the story went off on such a tangent of chapters upon chapters of Mimi prepping for disasters that it left out too much of what could have made the story better. It seems as if it was a whole different story or idea thrown into this story of Mimi’s life. I wanted more of the life details and not the nonstop prepping for disaster. Some things were only mentioned in passing, like the baby for instance, but other things were given too much detail and then abruptly the story ended. An odd turn of events considering how the first book and first half of this book were written. All in all, still funny, still a good read, just not as great as the first.

Absolutely loved Mimi plus Two!!! Thank you Whitney Dineen for continuing Mimi’s story. Fell in love with her, her quirkiness and her friends/family in your first book and you did not disappoint with book number two!! As I read your books, I find that I want Mimi for my friend and just love every one of her quirky antics….never expected the twists and turns of her life but thoroughly enjoyed every page!!! I’m keeping my fingers crossed that Mimi’s story will continue in a 3rd novel! If you’re looking for a quick summer read at the beach or the pool…you must read this book. You will fall in love with the characters and Ms. Dineen’s clever writing just as much as I did!

Mimi’s back and she’s with baby. Don’t think for one second that motherhood would calm her zany ways. Knowing that she’s going to be responsible for another life, combined with her ever changing hormones, Mimi’s convinced that the end of the world is near. Pure to Whitney Dineen style, we’re treated to a delightfully entertaining, hysterically funny and impossible to put down read. But there are some serious moments too. After the birth of her child, we witness the affects postpartum depression has on Mimi. The way the author seamlessly combines the laugh-out-loud moments along with more sensitive ones is pure brilliance. I couldn’t wait to read this book. Not only is Mimi a fun and completely entertaining character, but she is surrounded by a whole cast of interesting and at times peculiar group of people. Fun, entertaining and real, Mimi Plus Two is sure to delight!

I’ve been singing the praises of the first book in The Mimi Chronicles for the last year and have been waiting not-so-patiently for its sequel to be released, so my expectations were very high. I’m happy to say that Mimi Plus Two did not disappoint! The story picks up where The Reinvention of Mimi Finnegan left off â€“ Mimi’s got her man, she’s got a bun in the oven, and she’s getting married. To say that she’s overwhelmed would be an understatement! Of course, making it down the aisle without barfing is only the first of many challenges that Mimi faces
as a wife and mother. I don’t want to spoil what happens with Mimi in the book, but suffice it to say that she rides an emotional roller coaster throughout the story and I wanted to give her a hug for most of the second half. What I appreciated most about this book was how real it felt.

Mimi’s problems are ones that many women struggle with, so I recognized friends, family members, and even myself in her. I love that Mimi never loses her sense of humor no matter how difficult things get, and there isn’t an easy solution to everything. Another great part of Mimi Plus Two was getting to revisit so many of the characters I fell in love with in the first book “Mimi’s sisters and their significant others, the dreamboat she chose, and the one she didn’t.” And some fun, new characters are introduced including Mimi’s in-laws. I liked her sister-in-law, who has a very special talent, so much that I’m hoping she’ll be the star of her own book some day!

I recommend this book (and the series!) to all fans of Chick Lit and Women’s Fiction. Mimi is a heroine who will make you laugh and cry (Sometimes on the same page!), and she’s someone you’ll thoroughly enjoy spending time with. I received a copy of Mimi Plus Two in exchange for an honest review.
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